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DIGEST:

1, Cont:rary to protester's contention, record
reveals Chat agency advised, protesiter ahead
of time of established common cutoff rate for
nubmission of second best ani final oifers
(BAFO), Protester submitted timely )AFO and
initial protest letter asserted that pre-cutoff
date advice was given. Based on above, and con-
tradictory statements by protester and agency,
protester has failed to meet burden of proof.

2. Technical acceptability of.propusals is within
discretion of agency and such determination will
not be disturbed absent clear showing that deter-
mination warn unreasonable. Protester did not
directly challenge or offer any evidence to show
unreasonableness of agency detormjnation that its
proposal was technically unacceptable,

3. Protester's contention that, by requosting it to
submit second best and final offor,agency admit-
ted that proposal was technically acceptable is
without merit. Determination that proposal is
in competitive range does not imply that proposal
is acceptable but may indicate only that it can
be improved without major revisions to point where
it becomes acceptable. Agency never advised pro-
tester that proposal was technically acceptable
and states that advice to the contrary was given.
Negotiations were reopeoned, in part, to resolve
matter of proposal's acceptability.

4. Agency included protester's first bes'. and final
offer (BAFO) in competitive range P. one reason
for reopening negotiations because doubts as to
BAFO's acceptability were resolved in prolester's
favor. Reliance oii prior GAO decision ard tight
timeframe apparently resulted in request for and
submission of second 1JAFO from protester. however,
because prior GAO decision was modified, agency
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need not have requested second BAFO where
discussions made it clear that proposal
was effectively no longer in competitive
range, Failure to award to protester,
which submitted the lowest-priced second
BAPFO, was proper,

Proprietary Computer Systems, Inc. (PCS), pro-
tests the Depilrtment of Commerce's (Commerce) award
of a contract to another offeror under request for
quotations (RFQ) No. 78-0078. The RFQ, issued on
February 21, 1978, was for a correspondence tracking
system to assist Commerce's Executive Secretariat
in monitoring, controlling and composinq corxrespon-
clence throughout the Office of the Seoretary of
Commerce, It was issued pursuant to the General
Services Administration (GSA) 'i- leprocessing Services
Program. GSA's Basic Agreement was incorporated into
the RFQ.

Commerce states that 10 timely otters were re-
ceived and that discussions were conducted with all
offerors. By lotters dated ZMrch 27, 1978, all
offerors were advised of their technical and contrac-
tua' deficiencies and provided the opportunity to
clarify, amplify and/or modify their proposals by the
common cutoff date for the submission of a best and
final offer (BAFO), March 28, 1978. Among other things,
PCS was informed that the existence of a turnkey cor-
respondence tracking system in place was not evident
fromn its proposal and that PCS's system appeared to be
a general text editing system only.

After reviewing the BAFO's submitted on March 28,
1978, Commerce determined that six of these were tech-
nically unacceptable and that three were technically
acceptable. Commerce states that PCS's BAFO was border-
line. While some members of Commerce's technical
evaluation party felt that PC5 should be eliminated
along with the other six tochnically unacceptable
offerors, other members felt that a live demonstration
might show that PC: had the type of correspondence
tracking system called for by the RFQ even though on
phper PCS's system appeared to be unacceptable. Purther-
more, one of the three technically accept-able offerora
had made an apparent pricing error on its "online
storage charres. " This error was such that a corLection
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could not be permitted withcl.t' reopening negotiations9
Therefore, dtscussions s;erf teopened with PCS and the
three techpically acceptable offerore, The six
offerors wno were technical-y unacceptable were so
advised by letters dated Apt.l 7, 1970, and no further
discussions were held with them,

PCS performed a live test demonstration for
Commerce on the afternoon ol Friday, April 7, 1978,
The protester was the last of the offerors with whom
negotiations had been reopened to have a demonstration.
Commerce states 'hat the last-minute scheduling of PCS

was caused by the companyis inability to have a demon-
stration at an earlier date.

Commerce relates the following circumstanees
surrounding the submission of PCS Is second J3AFO. Dur-
ting the time arrangements were being mgade with PCS for
the live demonstration, Commerce advised PCS That time
was of the essence and that: a BAFO would have to be sub-
mittid shortly after the demonstration. At the demon-

I stration on April 7, 1978, 2CS was verbally advised of
its system's technical deficiencies and of the Monday,
April 10, 1978, closing cdate for the submission of a

} BAFO. A letter setting forth these deficiencies was
prepared that afternoon. The next working day, April 10,
1978, Commerce telephoned PCS that this letter was ready

V for pickup-at Commerce. The letter was also read in
its entirety to PCS over the telephone and contained a
word-for-word restatelAsnt of the two matters menticned
above in the March 27, 1978, letter.

A three-page BAFO from PCS was timely received by
Commerce on April 10, 1978. PCS's price was low. Hlow-
ever, Commerce found as a result of the live demonstra-
tion that PCS's system was technically deficient.
Commerce indicates that the technical deficiencies in
PCS's system were of such a magnitude and nature that
they could not readily be corrected without a complete
system redesign. The other three offerors with whom
negjotiations were reopened were found by Commerce to
be technically acceptable as the result of their live
demonstrations and revisions to their proposals. Award
was made on April 11, 1978, to the lowest priced of
the three technically acceptable offerors.
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In a letter dated April 18, 1978, and received
by us on April,19, 1978, PCS protested tha award on
the following grounds:

(1) No common Qtctoff'dOte was established for
best and final offers which wore submitted
by various bidders on various date,>,

(2) By requesting that PCS submit a best and
final offer, the Unixted States Department
of Commerce thereby ackncwl=,dged that the
PCS proposal was technically acceptable and
within a competitive range; consequently,
PCS, being thd low-price offeror, should
have received the award,

(3) Although PCS was notified verbally on
April 10, 1978, to submit a best and final
offer, PCS did not receive the written
confirmation of the Government request for
best av' final offer until April 13, 1978,
2 days after the ccntract award Was made
on April II,, 1978. The JLtter request for
a best and final offer ccnta.'ned an attach-
ment requesting commenrt on the Government
technical evaluation, which, of course,
could not be made in time for consideration
by the United States lDepartment of Commerce
prior to award,

Commerce responds to P0CS's protest allegations by
stating that common cutoff' dates for BAFO's were
established, March 28, 1978, initially, and April 10,
1978, after negotiations had been reopened, and that
all offerors were treated the same in this regard.
As to all requests for PCS to submit a BAFO, Commnerce
indicates that such requests %o riot imply that a
proposal is technically accepttilol. A request for a
BAFO duso advises offerors of their technical and con-
tractual deficiencies. Commerce states that ITS was
verbally advised of the April 10, 1978, closing date
for second IAPO's, on both April 7, 1978, and the
morning of April 10, 1978. On both these occasions,
PCS was also advisced of its system's technical
deficiencies.
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In a letter to us dated June 29, 1978, PCS
denied that at any time prior to April 13, 1978, was
it advised either of its systems technical deficien-
cies or that I3AFO's were due on April 10, 1978, In
addition, PCS argued that on March 28, 1978, PCs's
first JAFO was accepted by Commerce without any in-
dication to it that this BAFO was technically unac-
ceptable. If it was technically unacceptablr4, PCS
contended that it should have been notified of this
on April 7, 1978, along with the other six technically
unacceptable offerors. Finally, PCS argued that even
if it was notified early on the morning of April 10,
1978, of its technical deficiencies, there wes little
it could do at that time to correct these deficiencies.
PCS's June 29, 19780 letter requested memoranda from
Commerce's files as to whether the three offerors who
were technically acceptable were notified of the
April 10, 1978, BAFO date in the same manner as PCS.
PCS also requested memoranda fromn Commevce supporting
the assertions that PCS was advised prior to April 13,
1978, of its technical deficiencies and the April 10,
1978, second BAFO cutoff date.

Commerce commented on these matters in a letter
dated July 14,1978, with several enclosures, We
forwarded these comments and enclosures to PCS in a
letter dated July 21, 1978. Our July 21, 1978, letter
informed PCS that if it was not sattisfied with the
information contained in the enclosures to Commerce's
letter, ony requests for further information should be
sought directly from Commerce under the Freedom of
Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 5 5.52 (1976). We indicated
that we would delay rendering a decision on the protest
pending whatever action Commerce took on the request.
In a letter dated August 4, 1978, and received by us
on August 8, 1978, PCS requested a decision from us
on all iisues raised by the protest.

Our Office has consistently held that to properly
termin:te negotiations, all offerors must be advised
that any revisions to their proposals must be submitted
by a common cutoff date. University of flew Orleans,
56 Comp. Gen. 958 (19/7), 77-2 CPD 201. Moreover, the
Federal Procurement Regulations (PPR) specifically pro-
vid2z that a0. offerors shall be informed of the speci-
fied date of the closing of negotiations and that any
revisions to their proposals should be submit-ted by
that date. FPR § 1-3.805-1(1b) (1964 cd. PPR circ. 1).
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Firom the record, we believe that Cormerce did
notify PMS ahead of time of the Apr1). 10, 1978,
common cutoff 'datt, for submission ot BAAFO's, Of
pacticular significance, we note that PCS submitted
a timely second QAFO, Also, PCS"contradtcts itself
concerning whon it was notified that BAFfPs were due
on Aptii 10, 1978. ,As mentioned atove, PCt stated
in the April 18, 3978, protest letter that it was
igotified verbinll~y on April 10', §1978, to subnl"T.t a UO
but did not receive written confhrinacion of the Gov-
ernment's request far a BAF0 until April 13, 1970.
In a later submjE;aion, PCS categorically' denied that
it was advised prior to April 13, 1978, that a BAFO
would be due on April 10, 1978. Based on the above,
as well as the contradictory statements by ';he pro-
tEster and the contracting agency, with respect to
this disputed question of fact., we find that the pro-
tester has failed to meet its burden of proof. See
The Public Research Institute of the Center for
NwivnaiiT -Ty' -r the University o rRoh__e :,
BTh7639, Auqust5, 1977, 77-2 Urn 11673nd
cases cited therein.

With regard to the technical .uceptability of the
system that PCS offered, the determination of technical
acceptability of proposals is within the dtscretion
of the procuring agency and the agency's determination
will not be disturbed abeent a clear showing that the
determination was unreasonable. AMA Enqinocrinq and
Draftinq, Inc., 13-188851, November To T977 7- CPD
377 lie-wTT not regard a technical evaluation as un-
reasonable merely because there is i substantial dis-
agreement between the contracting agency and the
offeror. See Joanell Laboratories, Incorporated, 56
Comp. Gon. 291 i777 77-1 CPD 51, anEFYe cases cited
therein.

The RFQ issued by Commerce asked for a system
with two separate and distinct capabilities: (1) a
word-processing capability, ind (2) a correspondence
tracking capability. Commerce's letter of March 27,
1978, requesting first BAFC'u by March 20, 1978, in-
formed PCS that its system appeared to be only a
general editing syste'm and not a correspondence
tracking system. Commerce's doubts as to whether PCS
had a viable correspondence tracking system were not
dispelled after the submission of PC'Ss first BAFO. Not
until after negotiations had been reopened and 0CS had
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given active demonstration of its system did it
become apparent to Colmmerce teat PCS s system was so
technically deficient that it could not be readily
corrected to meet IuFQ requirements,

PCS does not directly challenge Comlnerce's
determination that its system was not compliant with
the RFQ# Instead, PCS argues that, by requesting
thpi PCS submit a second BAFOI Commerce, in effect,
admitted that PCS's system was technically acceptable.
PCS cited 'PR § 1-3.805-1(a) (1964 ed, amend, 52),
which requires that written or oral discussions be
conducted withi'all responsible offerors submitting
proposals within a competitive Lange, price and other
factors considered. From thin, PCS contends that it
must have been within the competitive range, price and
technically, if it was invit d to.submit a BAFO.

A duterminatiojn chat a proposal is in the compet-
itive range for, discussion does not necessarily mean
tbpt the proposal is acceptable as initially submitted,
bti~t may indicate only that there is a real possibility
that it can be improved without major revisions tq the
point where it becomes most acceptable. lBaden & Co,,
B-190386, December 21, 1977, 77-2 CPD 493. Commerce
never considered PCS's initial proposal and first BAFO
technically rirteptable. Since it was nct clear that
wFhwat VCS wsas offering was susceptible of being made
technically acceptabld, Commerre resolvad all doubts
in 1'CS's favor and reopened negotiations, in part, to
resolve this matter. Moreover, the record shows that
Co~imerce never advined PCS that its ', ystem was tech-
nictally accepta&?eP Rather, Commerce informed PCS on
3everal occasions' of the inadequacy of the PCS system.
which PCS disputes, but has provided no objective
evidence to the contrary. See The Public Research
Institute of the Center for Naval, ialyses of the
University of Rochester, supra.

PCS also raisins the inconsistency between Commerce's
determination after PUS's demonstration that PCS's systean
had major deficiencies that could not be readily corrected
and Commerce's request for a second BAFO from FPO'S. If
Commerce found major deficiencies in its system on April 7,
1978, PCS questions Commerce's request that it submit
a BAFO by the close of business on-April 10, 1978. In
this regard, PCS points out that if PKS's deficiencies
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could not be readily corrected without a complete
redesign of its system, it would nave been impossible
to do this in the few short ho,'.j following the time
PCs was notified on April 10, 1978, to submit a BAPO,

Citing our decision Operations Research, Inch,
53 Comp. Gen, 593 (1974), 74-1 CI'! 70, Commerce states
that a proposal once determined to be in the corupeti-
Live range may not subsequently be excluded from the
competitive range on the basis of discussions without
giving the offeror an opportunity to submit a revised
proposal, Since it had determined that PCS was in the
competitive range and had held discussions with PCS
after negotiations were reopened, apparently Commerce
in good faith believed that it 'as required to give
PCS the opportunity to submit a second BArO.

The record shows that Commerce included PCS's first
BAFO in the Competitive range for purposes of discus-
sions after L,,e reopening of negotiations because all
doubts as to its acceptability were resolved in PCS's
favor, Cowmerce was not, however, required to proceed
with PCS up to and through the receipt of a second BAFO
froe' PCS, Concerning proposals such as PC0's first IiAFO,
we modified the above decision on reconsideration,
Operations Researtch Inc. (Reconsideration), 53 Comp.
Gen, 860 (1974), 74-1 CPD 252, as follo's:

0* * * Accordingly, in those
situations where discussions relating' to
an ambiguity or omission mnake clear that
a proposal should not have been in the
competitive range initially, we believe
it would be proper to drop the proposal l
from the ccmpetitive range without allow-
ing the submission of a revised proposal."

Therefore, we conclude that, after the April 7,
1970, demonstration, PCS was effectively no longer in
the competitive range technizally. Although it is un-
fortunata that reliance on our decision and the tight
timeframe apparently resulted in the request for and N
submission of the second BAFO, from .PCS, the failuro
of Commerce to make an awiard to that irsn was proper
under thle circumstances.

li
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Accordingly, the protest is denied,

Deputy Comptroller General
of the United States




